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Abstract--ln this paper, mechanical means are given for the use of demodulation (Le. simplification or 
reduction of terms) in arbitrary first order theories with equality, while retaining refutation completeness. In 
particular, every equality is eventually expressed in terms of demodulation. The author supposes that these 
methods will be helpful mainly in theories which are equational or nearly so. It is hoped that these methods 
will enable associative and commutative r lationships to be used efficiently. 
The method uses interaction (derived reduction), paramodulation, generation of new functions, and 
"permutable unification" to achieve its goals. Theoretical properties of the method, which aid also in 
understanding its practical operation, are presented. 
An implementation f complete demodulation is in progress. 
INTRODUCTION 
Demodulation was first introduced to automatic theorem proving by Wos [5]. This paper presents 
techniques for using demodulation while maintaining refutation completeness. 
It appears that attempts to maintain refutation completeness for demodulation or reduction 
systems have for the most part been restricted to equational theories; i.e. theories in which the 
axioms are presented in terms of positive unit equalities. The negation of the theorem is a 
negative unit equality, and the properties of equality are "built in" by means of demoduhtion 
(reduction) and paramodulation. The class of theories which can be so described has been well 
presented by Horen et al. [2, 3]. 
In this paper solutions to certain difficulties encountered in equational theories are presented. 
Additionally completeness results are extended to the use of demodulation i  conjuction with 
resolution based inference rules. The methods of "complete demodulation", as the methods 
presented here will be called, may be applied to theories, which while mainly equational, include 
axioms that must be handled by resolution. The theory of fields and Henkin models might be 
suggested, although the actual performance of complete demodulation  such theories must be 
determined by experiment. 
Of the methods for using demodulation while preserving refutation completeness, the 
"interaction rule" (called derived reduction by others) has been proposed before. The mechanical 
generation of new functions appears to be new. Generalized unification methods have been 
proposed before, but the use of permutable unification to allow all conceivable equalities to be 
expressed in terms of demodulation appears to be new. 
Theoretically, complete demodulation can be applied to any first order theory with equality. 
The practicality of the method awaits experimentation. 
Preliminary remarks 
The kind of system which will be dealt with is as follows. There is given a set of clauses and 
a resolution based inference rule which is refutation complete on the set. Initially the set consists 
of the axioms. Additions are made to the set by means of the resolution based inference rule, and 
by means of paramodulation a d demodulation rules to be presented shortly. Deletions are made 
from the clause set by means of subsumption and demodulation. 
There is in addition another set, called the set of equalities (also called reductions). This set 
consists of the equality axioms initially. Additions are made to the set by means of an 
"interaction rule" (derived reductions), and the demodulation rule as applied to equalities. 
Deletions are made from the set by demodulation. Trivial equalities of the form t = t for any term 
t are also deleted. 
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Two enhancements are made to the above system. The first is a "function generator": an 
algorithm for creating new functions and a defining equality for each. The defining equality does 
not logically constrain the system. Without he generation ofnew functions it is possible to derive 
equalities which cannot be used as demodulators. 
The second addition is made to the system when there is an equality predicate in the axiom 
set. Such a predicate must be reflexive, symmetric, and transitive, and satisfy the normal laws of 
substitution i  each argument position of each axiom predicate and function. Whenever a positive 
unit equality clause, other than the reflexive law, is derived by the resolution based inference rule, 
an equality is added to the set of equalities. It is then used to form a demodulator, or a pair of 
demodulators if a new function is created, which in turn is used to demodulate he positive unit 
equality clause to an instance of the reflexive law; so it is deleted. Thus the only positive unit 
equality clause kept in the clause space is the reflexive axiom. In this way a maximum usage of 
demodulation results. 
It is often necessary to consider whether two terms can be demonstrated to be equal, using 
equalities in the equality set. For this purpose it should be noted that there are three sources of 
equality information i the modified system: (i) the input equalities; (ii) equalities derived by the 
resolution based inference rule; and (iii) equalities defining the new functions created by the 
function generator. The equalities derived by demodulation a d interaction on existing equalities, 
on the other hand, bring no new information on what may be demonstrated as equal using the 
equalities in the set, but only serve to make such demonstrations easier. 
Demodulation 
Demodulation, when applied to a clause or an equality, replaces a term or a subterm of the 
clause or equality with a "simpler" term. Specifically, suppose that the equality r = s and the 
expression E containing an instance ru of r are given. If su is less complex than ru, then E may 
be demodulated by replacing the occurrence of ru in E by su. The original expression E is 
deleted from the clause or equality space and is replaced by the newly derived demodulant. 
A partially demodulated xpression is an expression which may be further demodulated. A 
fully demodulated xpression is one which cannot be demodulated. Back demodulation refers to 
demodulation f an existing expression using a newly derived equality. Forward demodulation 
refers to the demodulation of a newly derived expression using an existing equality. 
Interaction 
The interaction rule deals with the difficulty present in demodulation that a term may be 
demodulated in one of several different ways yielding different results. It is used to derive the 
equality of different demodulants of the same term. Thus given a term t, repeated use of the 
interaction rule can be used to derive new demodulators which will insure that the term t will 
demodulate o the same term t', no matter which path of demodulation is used. 
Example 1: Suppose that the demodulators g(g(x)) = x and f(g(x), x) = e are given. The 
term f(g(g(x)),g(x)) can be demodulated in one of two different ways. Using the first 
demodulator it demodulates to f(x, g(x)) which cannot be further demodulated. Using the second 
demodulator it demodulates to e. The interaction rule derives the equality f(x, g(x))= e. Thus 
f(g(g(x)), g(x)) demodulates to e no matter which demodulator is used first. 
The interaction rule may now be precisely stated. Suppose that the two equalities s I = s 2 and 
t I -- t 2 are given, where in some sense s I is more complex than s 2 and t i is more complex than 
t2. Suppose further that some subterm of s I which is not a variable unifies with t I under the 
substitution u.Then the interact s3 = (s2)u may be derived, where s3 is obtained by replacing an 
occurrence of (tl)u by (t2)u in (sl)u. In effect the term (sl)u is being demodulated in two 
different ways and the equality of the results is derived. 
The derived equality, or interact, is dem~tulated using existing equalities until it cannot be 
further demodulated. If it remains nontrivial it is added to the set of equalities. 
Paramodulation 
Paramodulation, when referred to as an inference rule used in the complete demodulation 
system, will indicate paramodulation f a clause using an equalitity. In this restricted sense 
paramodulation derives the demodulant of an instance of the clause. 
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Example 2: The clause P(x,g(x),e) can be paramodulated using the demodulator 
g(g(x)) = x. The instance P(g(x), g(g(x)), e) of the given clause demodulates to P(g(x), x, e), 
which is the sole paramodulant obtainable using the given clause and the given demodulant as 
parents. 
Paramodulation as it is used in the complete demodulation system may be more precisely 
described as follows. Suppose that the equality r = s, with r more complex than s, is given; and 
that a term or subterm of a clause C, which is not a variable, unifies with r under the substitution 
u. A paramodulant of the clause C and the equality r = s may be obtained by replacing an 
occurrence ru by su in Cu. 
Specification for valid complete demodulation algorithms 
Considerable freedom is allowed in the selection of an algorithm for implementing complete 
demodulation. The best choices must be determined by experiment. For the completeness 
properties proved in this paper to apply, the following restrictions must apply. 
Upon deriving aclause, the algorithm ay optionally demodulate it. If the clause is subsumed 
by a previous clause it must be deleted. If the clause subsumes a previous clause, that previous 
clause may optionally be deleted. 
Upon deriving an equality, the algorithm ust immediately demodulate it to one of its bottom 
demodulants. (A bottom demodulant of a term is that term or a demodulant of that term which 
cannot be further demodulated using existing equalities.) After the bottom demodulant is
obtained it may optionally be used to demodulate previous clauses and equalities, if it is a 
valid demodulator. 
There are two conditions imposed on the resolution based inference rule: (i) from any 
unsatisfiable s t of ground clauses the null clause must be derivable using the rule; and (ii) if a 
clause C is derivable from a set of clauses S, in one step using the rule, then C or a subsumer of C 
must be derivable from a set of subsumers of the clauses of S, ine one step using the rule. 
There are several conditions on the heuristic, but first a few remarks are in order. The 
heuristic determines, among interaction, paramodulation, resolution based inference rule, and 
generation of new functions, what will be done at the what time using which clauses and 
equalities. A final clause or equality is one which is input or derived but never deleted. The terms 
"extraordinary conditions", definite quality", and "indefinite quality" will be defined later in 
the paper. The heuristic must then insure in any execution of the algorithm using it, that if no 
"extraordinary condition" occurs, then: (i) if a clause or equality can be derived by one 
application of interaction, paramodulation, or the resolution based inference rule, from "final" 
clauses and/or final equalities, then it must be derived at some finite time; and (ii) every derived 
"indefinite quality" must at some time be either deleted by demodulation, or processed by the 
"function generator". (The function generator deletes the processed equality, so no "indefinite 
equality" becomes a final equality.) 
Complexity 
To perform demodulation r reduction it is desirable to have a complexity ordering on the 
possible xpressions so that it may be determined if an expression is reduced or demodulated. 
This subject is discussed by Knuth and Bendix[2] and Lankford[3]. 
The complexity of terms formable from the symbols of a given set of axioms must satisfy the 
following properties: 
(1) If a subterm r of a term t is replaced by a less complex term s, the resulting term t' is less 
complex than t. 
(2) If a term s is less complex than a term t, then for every substitution u,su is less complex 
than tu. This insures that demodulation f a nonground term demodulates it instances as well. 
(3) Given a term s, there are only a finite number of formable terms less complex than s (to 
within renaming of variables). This finiteness property is necessary for completeness. It forces 
the algorithm to examine terms of arbitrarily high weight as execution proceeds. 
Although the complexity ordering may be a total ordering it is in general only a quasi ordering; 
i.e. reflexive and transitive. Thus two terms of an equality may be distinct and have the same 
complexity, or not be related; and it is not then possible to reduce, or demodulate, from one to the 
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other. This has been a persistent problem with demodulation. It will be solved by the introduction 
of new functions to which both terms of the equality may demodulate. 
The complexity ordering used in the presentation here was developed from the complexity 
measures used by McCharen et al. [4], and theorems presented in this paper are dependent upon 
the properties of this complexity measure. These may undoubtedly be generalized but it is felt 
that a need for more general complexity measures should be demonstrated first. As such the 
preceding conditions on complexity measures are intended as suggestions. 
The creation of the complexity measure is begun by assigning weights, #-weights, and 
multipliers to the functions (and constants) present in the original set of axioms. The weight 
of a function is a positive real number. Functions with higher weights are considered more complex 
and less desirable. The #-weight of a function is a real number. It is thought of as an infinitesimal 
increment of weight. Among functions of equal weight, the function with the higher #-weight is
considered more complex. To each argument of a function a multiplier is assigned. This is a real 
number greater than or equal to one used in computing the weight of a term. Constants are assigned 
weights and #-weights, but not multipliers. 
Having assigned weights, #-weights, and multipliers to the input functions and constants, it is 
necessary to assign weights to terms formable from the symbols of the axiom set. Multipliers are 
also assigned to each variable occurring in a term. It will be evident that such multipliers are real 
numbers greater than or equal to one. Multipliers on variables not occurring in the term may be 
considered to be zero. 
Weights and multipliers for terms are defined recursively. The weight and #-weight of a 
constant term are the weight and # =weight of that constant. The weight and #-weight of a variable 
are both zero. The weight of a composite term f(t 1, t2 . . . . .  tn) is calculated thus: The weight of 
each argument term is multiplied by the multiplier for that argument position of the major 
function f. These products are then added together with the weight of f to give the weight of the 
term f(t l ,  t2 . . . .  tn). 
The #-weight of a term is defined similarly. The multiplier of a variable v occurring in a given 
term t is defined to be the increase in weight of t which would occur if a constant of weight one 
were substituted for v wherever v occurs in t. 
Example 3: Let the notation f(l, 1) + 2 + 0, 8 indicate that the two argument function f has 
been assigned multipliers of 1 in each argument position, a weight of 2, and a #-weight of 0, if 
initial assignments 
f(1, 1 )+2+0.8  
g(2)+ 1 +0*8 
a+l - l *8  
are made, then the term g(a) has a weight of three, a 8-weight of minus two, and multipliers all 
zero. The term f(g(a), x) has weight five, 8-weight minus two, and a multiplier of one for the 
variable x. The term g(f(g (a), x)) has weight eleven, 8-weight minus four, and a multiplier of two 
for the variable x. 
Example 4: If all assigned multipliers are one, the weight of any term is the sum of the weights 
of the occurrences ofits functions and constants, and the muRipliers on any variable is the number 
of occurrences of that variable in the term. 
The complexity ordering of terms may now be defined. Given an assignment of weights and 
multipliers, the term s is more complex than, or equally complex as, the term t, if the following 
conditions are satisfied. 
(1) The weight of s is greater than or equal to the weight of t. 
(2) Each variable of t also occurs in s. 
(3) For each variable v occurring in s, the multiplier for v in s is greater than or equal to the 
multiplier of v in t. 
(4) If equality holds in conditions (1), (2) and (3), the 8-weight of s is greater than or equal to 
the 8-weight of t. 
Example 5: Continuing from the previous example, 
g(g(x)) is more complex than x 
f(a, a) is more complex than g(a) 
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f(x,x) is more complex than g(x) 
g(x) iS unrelated to g(a) 
g(x) is unrelated to g(y) 
f(a,x) is unrelated to g(x) 
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Complexity of terms under substitution 
The purpose of this section is to prove that if the complexity ordering is so defined, then the 
first two properties required of any complexity ordering are satisfied. First, 
if a term s is more complex than a term t, then for any substitution u,su is more complex than 
tu. 
The effect of substitution for a single variable v, a term r not containing v,will be examined. Any 
desired substitution on a term t may be accomplished by successive substitutions of that form. 
The substitution of a term r not containing v in a term t has the following effects: (i) the 
weight of t is increased by the product of the weight of r and the multiplier of v in t; (it) the 
8-weight of t is increased by the product of the 8-weight of r and the multiplier of v in t ; (iii) the 
multiplier of v in t becomes zero; (iv). the multiplier of any variable w in t is increased by the 
product of the multiplier of w in r and the multiplier of v in t. Finally substitution of the term r, 
which is not a variable, for any variable v occurring in t, necessarily increases the weight of t. 
It may thus be seen, by examining each section of the complexity ordering definition in turn, 
that the complexity ordering is indeed preserved under substitution. It should be noted that 
substitution cannot make two terms, one of greater complexity, equal in complexity. 
Closely related is the property, 
if an occurrence of a term r in a term t is replaced by an occurence of a term s less complex 
than r, the resulting term is less complex than t. 
To prove this, consider the respective substitution of r, then s, for a variable w placed at the 
location in question in t, and apply the preceding remarks. This result is the basis for the use of 
demodulation using the complexity ordering. 
Complexity of other expressions 
The complexity of a clause or an equality is defined in such a way that demodulation f a 
subterm will demodulate he expression; i.e., result in a less complex expression. 
The complixity attributes of a clause or equality (weight, 8-weight, and multiplier for each 
variable) are each equal to the sum of the values of the given attribute for each argument of each 
literal of the clause, or for each argument of the equality. There is one exception: the weight of a 
nonunit clause is further increased by the number of literals in that clause, minus 1. This is 
needed to insure that for a given weight here are at most a finite number of clauses having a 
smaller weight. 
The demodulation, substitution, and finiteness properties of the complexity ordering are then 
fairly easily seen to apply to clauses and equalities as well. 
The function generator (1) 
Several types of equalities may now be described based on the complexity ordering. Each 
type is treated ifferently by the complete demodulation algorithms. 
A definite quality is one in which one of the two terms is strictly greater than the other in the 
complexity ordering. A trivial equality is one which is subsumed by the reflexive law x = x. In the 
normal case this means that the left and right terms of the equality are identical. It will be seen 
that for a commutative function, the equality f(a, b)= f(b, a) is also considered trivial. The 
reflexive law x = x is considered to be a special positive unit equality. It is treated as a clause and 
participates inresolution based algorithms. An indefinite quality is one which belongs to none of 
the above classes. Either the terms are different but of the same complexity, or they are unrelated 
in the complexity ordering. Such an equality may not be used as it stands, as a demodulator. This is 
a well known difficulty in reduction or demodulation systems. 
The method of complete demodulation does, however, endeavor to express indefinite 
equalities by means of demodulation. This is accomplished by means of generation of new 
functions when an indefinite quality is encountered. The "function generator", an algorithm to 
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be discussed in greater detail ater, is used to create a new function and a term involving that 
function, to which both terms of the indefinite quality will demodulate. 
A brief outline of the techniques of generating new functions is given. When an indefinite 
equality is encountered, a new function symbol is created, also a term which is defined as equal to 
one of the two terms, and hence equal to the other. The newly created term will be strictly less 
than both of the original terms in the complexity ordering. Thus the equality may be expressed in
terms uitable for demodulation. The complexity attributes assigned to the new function must be 
such that for a given axion set, no more than a finite number of functions will be created having 
weight less than a given weight; and the multipliers assigned to the arguments of each generated 
function are greater than or equal to one. The later condition insures that large terms will have 
large weights. 
Elementary finiteness properties 
The following finiteness properties are satisfied by the complete demodulation system. 
(1) There are no more than a finite number of functions, generated or included in the axioms, 
with weight less than a given weight. 
(2) There are no more than a finite number of terms (to within a renaming of variables) with 
weight less than a given weight, formable from all functions, (and constants) both generated and 
included in the axiom set. 
(3) There are no more than a finite number of terms with weight less than a given weight, 
formable from all functions, both generated and included in the axiom set, constants, and a finite 
set of variables. 
(4) Let the weight of a clause he the sum of the weights of the arguments of its literals, plus 
the number of literals, minus one. Then there are no more than a finite number of clauses 
formable from all functions, both generated and included in the axiom set, constants, and 
predicates, with weight less than a given weight. 
The first result is to be required property of the function generator. The second follows from 
the following observations: (i) the multipliers of any input function or generated function are 
greater than or equal to one (this is to he a property of the function generator); and (ii) the weight 
of a term is at least as great as the sum of the weights of its functions and constants (this follows 
easily from the fact that each multiplier is greater than or equal to one). One is then allowed to select 
only a finite set of occurrences offunctions from a finite set (since no function heavier than a given 
weight may be used) and arrange them in a finite number of ways. The third result is similar to the 
second, and the fourth result is clear. 
The above properties depend of course on the complexity measure and the function generator 
described in this paper. If a different measure of complexity or a different function generator is
chosen, then the above finiteness properties should be satisfied for the results of this paper to be 
applicable. 
State at time infinity 
Some of the concepts involved in complete demodulation are much more easily expressed in
terms of the full set of demodulators derivable. Thus a " time equal infinity" approach will be 
used. Then in order to show that a clause or equality is generated uring the execution of a 
complete demodulation algorithm, that is it exists at some "finite time", it suffices to show that it 
exists at time equal infinity. 
For example "refutation completeness" means that the null clause is present at time infinity. 
Simple derivation completeness (i.e. derivation completeness of resolution) means that any 
clause provable from the axioms is present, or a subsumer is present at time equal infinity. 
There are two "extraordinary conditions" that may arise in the execution of a complete 
demodulation algorithm. The first is the derivation of the null clause; the axiom set has been 
shown unsatisfiable and there is no need in generating more inferences. The second is the 
derivation of the equality x = y (or of an equality of the form x = t where the term t does not 
contain the variable x). All terms are then equal and there is no need of an equality processor. If
either extraordinary condition occurs during the execution of a complete demodulation 
algorithm, the completeness of the system on a given axiom set becomes obvious. Therefore, it
will be assumed for remaining discussion that neither extraordinary condition occurs. 
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The following is then true: 
(1) Every term has a unique final demodulant a time infinity. 
(2) Any two terms which can be shown equal have the same final demodulant; i.e. demodulant 
which exists at time equal infinity. 
(3) For every instance of every clause that instance's final demodulant or a subsumer of its 
final demodulant is present at time equal infinity. 
(4) If a refutation complete resolution rule is used and the axiom set is unsatisfiable, the null 
clause will appear in the derived clause set (contradictory to assumption of no extraordinary 
conditions). 
(5) If a derivation complete resolution rule is used on the clause space, then for every 
instance of every clause provable from the axiom set, that clause's final demodulant or a 
subsumer of its final demodulant is present at time equal infinity. 
The demoduable set 
The demoduable set is useful as a conceptual measure of the progress of a complete 
demodulation algorithm in deriving equalities. The demoduable s t of terms (or expressions) ata 
given "time" consists of those terms which can be demodulated by some existing equality. The 
demoduable s t of terms is an increasing function of time. As this is the case the demoduable s t 
"at time infinity" may be defined as the union of all demoduable s ts which exist at some finite 
time. A final term is then one which is not in the demoduable set at time infinity. A final 
demodulant ofa term t is a final term which is obtainable from t by a sequence of demodulations. 
The demodulators u ed may be those derived at any time during the execution of the algorithm of 
complete demodulation. It may be shown that any terra has but one final demodulant. 
The clause space at time equal infinity 
Again under the assumption that no extraordinary condition occurs, a final clause is one which 
is derived and is never deleted. That is the clause is present at time equal infinity. Clauses may be 
deleted by one of two means: (i) demodulation to yield a "simpler" clause; and (ii) subsumption 
by a more "general" clause. 
THEOREM 1. A clause which is deletable at a given time is deletable at any later time and thus 
deletable at time equal infinity. 
Proof. If a clause is demodulable atany time, it is demodulable atany later time, since the 
demodulable set is an increasing set, and is demoduable by a final demodulator. 
Now as there are only a finite number of clauses more general than a given clause, induction 
is applied to complete the proof. Suppose that the theorem is true for any clause having clauses 
more general than it, and let C denote a clause having N + 1 more clauses more general than it. 
Suppose further that C is deletable at some finite time t. As mentioned, if C is demoduable at
time t, it is demoduable at time equal infinity. Thus C may be assumed to be subsumed by a 
clause D more general than C. If D is not a final clause, suppose then that D is deletable at some 
later time t'. Clearly D has at most N clauses more general than it. If it is deletable due to 
demodulation then so is C. If it subsumed then C is also. 
If C has no clauses more general than it then it must be demoduable atsome finite time. If C 
has one clause more general than it, then D must be demoduable and hence C. The proof is thus 
complete. 
The above theorem adds solidity to the concept of a final clause. 
THEOREM 2. (Demodulation/subsumption) If clauses are deleted from a given set only by 
subsumption and demodulation, then at any time after a clause C is placed in the set, there is 
present in the set at least one clause C* which subsumes or is identical to some clause C' (not 
necessarily in the set) which is a demodulant of or identical to C. 
Proof. The conclusion is certainly true at the time C is placed in the set for C * and C' may 
both be taken to be C. 
Suppose that at any time a C * and C' exists satisfying the conclusion of the theorem. If C * is 
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ever deleted, it sutiicies to show that another such clause can be found. If C * is subsumed, take 
the subsumer to be the new C*, for it subsumes C' also. If C* is demodulated, let the 
demodulant be the new C*. The same demodulation, may be applied at the corresponding 
locations in C' to obtain a new C' which is also subsumed by the new C*. The theorem is thus 
proved. 
Corollary 1. If at any time in the execution of a complete demodulation algorithm, a clause C 
has been derived and deleted, then either C is currently a demodulable xpression or a 
subsurner of C is currently in the input and derived clause set. 
Proof. Apply the previous theorem to obtain a C* and C' satisfying the appropriate 
conditions. If C* is a subsumer of C the conclusion holds. Otherwise, C' must be a 
demodulant of C. Thus at some previous time C was demoduable. But then C is presently 
demoduable as the set of demodulable expressions never decreases. 
Corollary 2. If in the execution of a complete demodulation algorithm, aclause was at some 
time input or derived, then in the clause set at time infinity there is a clause C* which subsumes 
or is identical to a clause C' which is identical to C. 
Proof. Only a finite sequence of C * type clauses will be obtained uring the execution of the 
algorithm. This is because ach new C * is of lesser or equal weight han the previous one, and 
because there are at most a finite number of clauses of less weight han a given clause. The last 
clause in the sequence, then is not deleted and is the one. 
This corollary is an improvement over the original theorem since it yields a clause C * which 
is a final clause. It is provable when no infinite sequence of demodulations can occur. 
The next completeness result is important in understanding the effect of using complete 
demodulation when one wishes to unify expressions. The result is here applied to clauses, and 
may be useful in gaining an understanding of what is gained and what is lost by using 
complete demodulation. 
LF.MM .^ 1. Given an input or derived clause C and an instance Cu of it, there is a final clause 
subsuming or identical to Cu or a demodulant of Cu. 
Proof. By the second corollary to the demodulation/subsumption theorem there is a final 
clause C * which subsumes or is identical to a clause C' which is identical to or a demodulant of
C. C* is the desired final clause, and C'u is the desired clause identical to or a demodulant of Cu 
and subsumed by C*. 
LEM~A. 2. Given a final clause E with a demoduable instance Ev, there is a demodulant of Ev 
which is an instance of some input or derived clause F. 
Proof. Select a final demodulator s = t which may be used on Ev. An instance of s occurs in 
Ev. Consider the major symbol of that occurrence of s. If that symbol occurs at the same location 
in E, a paramodulation f E at that location by that instance of s = t is possible. The result of that 
paramodulation is the desired clause F. It must have been derived since its parents consist of a 
final clause and a final demodulator. 
If on the other hand no symbol occurs at that location in E, the occurrence of the instance of s 
arose entirely from the substitution. In fact it arose from one term of the substitution, say r which 
was substituted for one variable W of E. Let r' be the demodulant of r obtained by replacing the 
instance of s with the corresponding instance of t. Let v' be the substitution v with r' instead of r 
being substituted for W. Then Ev' is a demodulant of Ev as well as being an instance of E. F 
may thus be taken to be E. 
THEOREM 3. (Clause instance completeness) Suppose there is given a set of axioms and a clause 
which is either an axiom or derived uring the execution of a complete demodulation algorithm. 
For each instance of the clause a subsumer of the final demodulant ofthat instance will be present 
in the clause set at time equal infinity. 
Proof. Let C be an arbitrary input or derived clause and select an instance Cu. Apply Lemma 
1 to obtain a final clause E subsuming or identical to Cu or a demodulant of Cu. E has an 
instance Ev identical to or a subset of Cu or the demodulant of Cu. 
If Ev is not demoduable then the conclusion holds. If Ev is demoduable, apply Lemma 2 to 
obtain a derived clause F which has a demodulant of Ev as an instance. F may have been deleted 
of course at any time after it was derived. So Lemma 1 is applied again, repeating until the final 
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demodulant of the original Cu, or a subset of Cu, is found as an instance of a final clause as 
desired. The process terminates as Lemma 2 always demodulates the instance under 
consideration and only a finite sequence of demodulations is possible. 
Structure of equality 
To give an intuitive idea of a complete demodulation algorithm, characteristics of the derived 
equalities are discussed. The rules for obtaining equalities are as follows. 
(1) Input an equality in the original set of equalities. 
(2) Derive an equality by the resolution based inference rule. 
(3) Generate an equality defining a newly created function. 
(4) Demodulate one equality using another. 
(5) Derive the interact of two equalities. 
Let the equalities obtained from the first three rules be called the "basic equalities". 
It will be shown that any equality demonstrable using equalities is demonstrable using the 
basic equalities. 
Let a demonstration f the equality of two terms t and t' using equalities in a given set consist 
of a consist of a sequence of terms (ti) beginning at t and ending at t', such that for each pair of 
terms (ti, ti + 1), there is an equality t = s in s and a substitution u,and ti + 1 is obtained from ti 
by substituting ru for su or su for ru in one location of ti. 
A demonstration f equality shows that the algorithm should derive the equality of the two 
terms, or at least derive demodulators which would demodulate hem to the same term. 
In working with demonstrations of equality it is often desirable to change the set s of 
equalities which are being used for the demonstrations. That is it may be useful to make a 
demonstration using a different set s'. Adding equalities to the set s presents no problem. The 
problem arises when an equality is deleted from s. However if the deleted equality is 
demonstrable in terms of s', then every demonstration which can be shown in s can be done in s'. 
Indeed, let the deleted equality be denoted by r = s and suppose that a demonstration f the 
equality of t and t' exists in s. To convert he demonstration in s to one in s', it is simply 
necessary to demonstrate r = s every time it is used. 
Example 6: 
S consists of: f (x)=h(x)  f (x ) - -g (x )  g(x)=h(x)  h (a )=b 
Deleted equality: f (x)= h(x)  
Demonstration f the deleted equality is S': 
f (x )  = g(x)  = h(x)  
A demonstration in S: 
f ( f (a ) )  = f (h (a) )  = f (b  ) 
The corresponding demonstration using S': 
f ( f (a ) )  = f (g(a) )  = f (h (a) )  = f (b  ) 
From the above it is clear that if an equality E is demonstrable using a set S of equalities, and 
each equality of S is demonstrable using a set S' of equalities, then E is demonstrable using the 
set S'. One simply expands each step of the demonstration using S into a demonstration using S'. 
It will now be shown inductively that all equalities derived by back demodulation and by 
interaction are demonstrable using basic qualities. The derivation of one such equality will be 
examined under the assumption that previously derived equalities are demonstrable using basic 
equalities. 
If the new equality was derived by back demodulation, the following situation exists. 
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Old equality: t l  = t2 
Demodulator:  = s demodulates t2 to t3 
New equality: t 1 = t3 
Demonstration f the new equality: t 1 = t2-- t3 
If the new equality was derived by interaction, the situation is as follows. 
Parent paramodulated into: s 1 "- s2 
Substitution applied: u 
Parent paramodulated from: t 1 = t2 
Substitution applied: v 
The term (s 1)u contains the terms (t l)v. One occurrence of the later term is replaced by (t 2)v, 
giving a new term s3. The derived equality: s3 = (sl)u = (s2)u. 
In both cases the derived equality is demonstrable using its parents. The parents are by the 
inductive hypothesis demonstrable in terms of basic equalities. Hence the new equality is also 
demonstrable in terms of basic equalities. Since the first equality derived in this manner must 
have been derived from basic equalities, it has been shown that all derived equalities are 
demonstrable in terms of basic equalities. 
Equality derivation completeness 
In this section equality derivation completeness i  shown for complete demodulation 
algorithms. It is not shown, of course, that every equality is derived but rather that as many 
equalities are derived as possible in the presence of demodulation. 
T~_.o~ 4. (Equality derivation completeness). In any execution of a complete demodulation 
algorithm if no extraordinary events occur, then the following holds. 
(A) Every input or derived equality has a final demonstration, i.e.a demonstration using final 
equalities. 
(B) Every term expressible in terms of input and generated functions and constants, and 
arbitrary variables, has a unique bottom demodulant with respect to the set of final demodulators. 
This unique demodulant is called the final demodulant of the term. 
(C) For every equality demonstrable using basic equalities there is a final demonstration. 
(D) Any two terms expressible as in B, which are demonstrably equal using basic equalities, 
have the same final demodulant. 
Proof. A. Let s = t be the input or derived equality. The proof procedes in two parts. First a 
set of equalities E(s, t) is constructed in which there is at any time an existing demonstration (one 
using existing equalities) of the equality. It is then shown that after some finite time no existing 
equality in E(s, t) is ever deleted. The existing demonstration is then necessarily a final one. 
Let T(s, t) denote the smallest set containing s and t which satisfies the following: if r is in 
T(s, t), than (i) all forms of r with variables renamed are in T(s, t); (ii) all subterms of r are in 
T(s, t); (iii) all terms having r as an instance are in T(s, t); and (iv) all terms less complex than r 
are in T(s, t). 
Let E(s, t) denote all equalities which may be written using terms of T(s, t). 
Suppose that there is an existing demonstration within E(s, t) of s = t, and that one equality 
used in the demonstration is then deleted. Then there is another existing demonstration in E (s, t ). 
Indeed, an equality can only be deleted if it is trivial or by demodulation. If the equality deleted was 
trivial it was not needed in the demonstration. If it was demodulated, then the result and the 
demodulator can be used to demonstrate any equality which the parent was used to demonstrate; 
and since the parent is in E (s, t), both the demodulator and result are too. Thus there still remains a
demonstration in E(s, t ). 
Now as there was an existing demonstration f s = t in E(s, t) at the time it was input or 
derived, it is clear that there is an existing demonstration at any later time. 
It is now shown that E(s, t) is finite to within renaming of variables, and that no equality 
"exists twice"; i.e. no equality is derived again after being deleted. (Of course the equality may be 
derived again but it will be immediately deleted, so perhaps abetter phrase is that no equality is 
"kept twice".) But if E(s, t) is finite there can only be a finite number of equalities of E(s, t) 
deleted, and if no equality is derived and kept twice, it must be that at some finite time the final 
deletion is made. 
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To show that E(s, t) is finite it is shown that T(s, t) is finite. All terms of T(s' t) have weight 
less than or equal to that of s or that of t, because renaming variables, taking a subterm, taking a 
more genera] term, and taking a simpler term all yield terms of lower than or equal weight. 
Applying the finiteness property for terms, T(s, t) is finite (up to renaming variables). 
It is fairly easy to see that once an equality has been deleted, itwill be deleted immediately if it 
is ever derived again. That is, it will never be an existing equality again. 
So at that time when the last deletion is made from E(s, t), the existing demonstration is a 
final demonstration. 
(B) The uniqueness of the final demodulant is now proven. This is the theoretical basis for 
the interaction rule. It is first shown that in the final demonstration of an equality, the 
intermediate rms are all less complex than the end terms. 
This is obvious for the original demonstration, using s = t, as there are no intermediate rms, 
Suppose then at some time there is an existing demonstration having the desired property, and 
that one equality used in the demonstration is demodulated. The new demonstration is formed 
by putting in one intermediate rm which is less complex than its neighbors. Since at some finite 
time the "new" demonstration is the final demonstration, the result is clear. 
Indeed, examine the effect of demodulating the equality r 1 = r2 used to demonstrate the step 
t (i) = t (i + 1) in the demonstration f s = t. Assume arbitrarily that r 1 is demodulated to r 3 using 
the demodulator g 1 = g2 of which the left term is more complex. Now t(i) contains as a subterm 
(rl)u, for some substitution u, and t(i + 1) contains (r2)u in the corresponding position. Insert 
between t(i) and t(i + 1) the term t(i + 1/2) which contains (r3)u in that corresponding position. 
Then t(i + 1/2) is less complex than t(i), as it was obtained by demodulation. 
Thus it has been shown that intermediate rms of the final demonstration f s = t are each 
less complex than s or that t. 
The uniqueness of the final demodulant of a term is now shown. If there are no terms less 
complex than the term t, then t is its own final demodulant and hence unique. Suppose that all 
terms less complex than a given term tO have a unique final demodulant. It is only necessary to 
show that tO has a unique final demodulant. 
If no final demodulation can demodulate tO, tO is its own final demodulant. If tO can be 
demodulated in only one way, the result t l being less complex than tO has a unique final 
demodulant and so tO has only that final demodulant. 
Now suppose that t l  and t2 are demodulants of tO each obtained by using a single final 
demodulator. It remains to show that the final demodulants of t 1 and t2 are the same. 
Some notation eeds to be established. Suppose t 1 and t2 are obtained from tO using the final 
demodulators t01 = t 11 and t02 = t22 respectively, in which t01 and t02 are the more complex 
terms. Let the demodulation of t 1 occur by replacing an occurrence of (t01)u 1 in tO with 
(t l l )u 1, and similarly with t2, t02, u2, and t22. 
There are three cases to be considered. 
(a) The occurrence of (t01)ul in tO is a subterm of the occurrence of t(02)u2 in tO (or is 
identical to that occurrence). 
(b) The same as the preceding case with (t01)u 1 and (t01)u2 exchanged. 
(c) Neither the occurrence of (t01)u I nor the occurrence of (t02)u 2 is a subterm of the other 
in tO. 
The first case is in turn divided into an "interacting" and a "non-interacting" case. Consider the 
major function symbol of the occurrence of(t01)u 1 in relation to the occurrence of (t02)u2. If the 
symbol occurs at the same place in (t02)u2 and t02 this is called the "interacting" case. 
In the "interacting" case the interaction rule may be applied to t01 = t l l  and t01 = t22 
paramodulating into that place in which the major symbol occurs in t02. The result s 1 = s2 may 
be used at the time it is derived to demonstrate he equality of t 1 and t2 in a single step. A final 
demonstration f s 1 = s 2 may be obtained with each intermediate t rm less complex than s I or s 2. 
The techniques of the section "structure of equality" may be applied to obtain the corresponding 
demonstration f t I = t 2, and the intermediate t rms will also be less complex than the end terms. 
It is now shown that adjacent erms of the demonstration of t l  = t2 have the same final 
demodulant. First each term of the demonstration is less complex than tO. This is obvious for t 1 
and t2. The intermediate rms being less complex than t 1 or t2, are also less complex than tO. 
Thus each such term has a unique final demodulant. 
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Second, each step of the demonstration is accomplished using a final equality which is thus a 
demodulator. Hence, of each pair of adjacent terms in the demonstration e is obtainable from 
the other using a final demodulator. They then have a unique final demodulant and hence tO has a 
unique final demodulant in the "interacting" case. 
In the "non-interacting" case the major symbol of (t01)u I did not occur in the same place in 
t02 as in (t02)u2. Instead a variable, or no symbol, must occur at that place in t02. Thus the 
occurrence of (t 01)u I in (t 02)u 2 arose entirely from the substitution u 2. In particular some term s 
containing (t01)ul is substitutable for some variable v in performing the substitution. 
Let s' be the term obtained from s by demodulating the given occurrence of (t01)u I in s to 
(tl l)u 1 (using the demodulator (t01 = t 11). Let u2' be the substitution obtained from u2 by 
substituting s' instead of s for the variable v. 
Now set up a term t3 which is a common demodulant of t I and t2 using the given 
demodulators. Let t 3 be the term t 0 with the given occurrence of (tO)u 2 replaced with (t 22)u 2'. 
We are demodulating aninstance of t02 to the corresponding instance of t 22, and either before or 
afterward emodulating terms which include the given occurrence of (t01)u 1. 
It is fairly obvious that t3 is a demodulant of t2. It is now shown that it is a demodulant of t 1. 
The term t l was obtained by demodulating one occurrence of (t01)u I in (t02)u2 (in tO) to 
(t 11)u I. Demodulate any more occurrences of(t01)u I in (t02)u 2 which need to be demodulated to 
obtain (t02)u2' in place of (t02)u2. Then demodulate he occurrence of (t02)u2' to (t22)u2', 
obtaining t3 as a demodulant of t 1. 
Then t 1 and t2 have the final demodulant of t3 as their common final demodulant, asdesired. 
The "non-interaction case" of the first case is proven. 
The second case is just like the first case, and is not further discussed. 
Consider the final case where neither the occurrence of (t01)u 1 in tO nor that of (t02)u2 is a 
subterm of the other, Then those two occurrences can be demodulated independently. Both t 1 
and t2 demodulate o a term t3 in which both demodulations have been done. Thus t l and t2 
have in common the final demodulant of t3, which must also be their final demodulant. 
The uniqueness of the final demodulant has been demonstrated. 
(C) It is now proved that any equality set demonstrable in terms of basic equalities has a final 
demonstration. First obtain a final demonstration foreach basic equality used. Each basic equality 
is either an input equality or derived at some finite time and hence has a final demonstration. 
These may be used to obtain the final demonstration f s = t. 
(D) Suppose that here is a demonstrable of s = t in terms of basic equalities. It is to be shown 
that s and t have the same final demodulant. First adjacent terms of the final demonstration 
have the same final demodulant. This is because ach step of the demonstration uses a final 
equality. All final equalities are definite. Hence of each pair of adjacent terms one is the demodulant 
of the other, using a final demodulator. 
Thus the end terms must then have the same final demodulant and the theorem proved. 
An acceptable algorithm 
The algorithm which follows is merely an example. It satisfies the requirements of a complete 
demodulation algorithm. 
(1) Accept the input. This includes clauses, equalities, and specification of weights, 
8-weights, and multipliers for the input functions and constants. All input clauses and equalities 
are initially considered unused. 
(2) Process the input equalities. 
(3) If no unused clause or equalities exists, then no proof is possible and the algorithm 
terminates. Otherwise, select an existing unused clause or equality having minimal weight. 
(4) "Use" the selected clause or equality and go to Step 3. 
The algorithm is further explained. 
"Process a set of equalities" 
(i) If no unprocessed qualities remain in the set then return. Otherwise select an equality to 
process. 
(2) If the selected equality is not a definite quality go to Step 4. Otherwise, put the more 
complex term on the left. The equality is now called a demodulator. Back demodulate using this 
equality. 
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(3) Process the derived clauses. Put the derived equalities in the set to process, and go to Step 
1. 
(4) Create a new function by means of the *'function generator" to which both sides of the 
equality will demodulate. Generate the equalities of the two terms of the given equality to the 
new function (in free form). Put the new equalities in the set to process and go to Step 1. 
"Use a clause" 
(I) Form all paramodulants between the clause and the "used" equalities. 
(2) Form all resolvents, according to the resolution based inference rule desired, involving this 
clause and other "used" clauses. 
(3) Process the derived clauses. 
(4) Process the derived equalities and return. 
"Use an equality" 
(1) Form all interacts between this equalities and "used" equalities, and between this equality 
and itself. 
(2) Form all paramodulants between this equality and "used" clauses. 
(3) Process the derived clauses. 
(4). Process the derived equalities and return. 
"'Back demodulate using a given equality" 
(1) Demodulate all existing clauses which may be demodulated using this equality. The 
results are new unused clauses. 
(2) Demodulate all equalities which may be demodulated using this equality, but do not 
demodulate this equality using itself. The results are new, unused equalities. 
(3) Process the derived clauses. 
(4) Process the derived equalities and return. 
"'Process a derived clause" 
(1) Delete any existing clauses which are subsumed by this clause, and return. 
The following operations are also taken and should be noted. 
(1) Immediately upon deriving a clause the clause is demodulated, using all existing 
demodulators. If the clause is subsumed by an existing clause, the new clause is deleted. 
(2) Immediately upon deriving an equality, both terms of the equality are demodulated using 
all existing demodulators. If the equality is subsumed by the reflexive law it is deleted. 
The reflexive law is the only positive unit equality which is treated as a clause. No other positive 
unit equality participates in resolution. The reflexive law is not treated as an equality. The 
algorithm will terminate immediately on deriving the null clause or the equality x = y. (or an 
equality of the form x = t where the term t does not contain the variable x) 
Refutation completeness 
The purpose of this section is to prove refutation completeness of complete demodulation 
systems. 
Two terms are said to be DE-immediately equivalent if they are instances of the two terms of 
an input equality. 
A DE-immediate r write of an expression isone which substitutes for a term in that expression 
a DE-immediately equivalent term. 
A DE-rewrite is any rewrite which can be achieved as a finite succession of DE-immediate 
rewrites. 
Two terms are DE-equivalent if each one is a DE-rewrite of the other. 
A DE-model is a set of clauses and a set of equalities over the Herbrand universe constructed 
from predicates in the clauses, and from functions and constants in the clauses and equalities, in 
which DE-equivalent atoms receive the same truth value. 
THEOREM 5. If a given set of input clauses and equalities has no DE-Model, then a finite unsatisliable 
set of ground clauses exists in which each clause is a DE-rewrite of a ground instance of one of the 
input clauses. 
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Proof. A modified Herbrand tree for the system is constructed for the system in which 
DE-equivalent atoms receive the same truth values. This true is shown to be finite, and the 
methods of Herbrand are applied to find the unsatisfiable set of ground clauses. 
Divide the set of atoms of the Herbrand universe into DE-equivalence classes. Each class 
consists of a set of atoms of which each is a DE-rewrite of the others. This partition is countable, 
and may thus assume to be ordered as the natural numbers are ordered. Construct a "semantic 
tree" similar to the one used to prove Herbrand's theorem (1). Place an atom at each fork of this 
tree, and let the assignment of "true" or "false" to that atom indicate the assignment of the same 
truth value to all atoms of its DE-equivalence class. At the n th level of the tree assign a truth 
value to the n th equivalence lass of atoms. If a given assignment falsified an input clause, attach 
the ground instance falsified at that point in the tree and do not continue the branch. Otherwise 
continue the branch. 
If the tree thus constructed were infinite there would be an infinite path in it. By using the 
assignments of truth values made along that path a DE-model of the input clauses and equalities 
would be obtained contrary to hypothesis. Hence the tree is finite. 
Denote the set of ground clauses attached to the tree by S 1. Each literal of a given clause in 
S 1 is falsified by a truth value assignment somewhere above that clause in the tree. In general 
that assignment was not made to that atom directly, but to a DE-equivalent atom. Rewrite the 
literal in the clause to the DE-equivalent atom to which the assignment was directly made. 
After the above has been done for each literal of each ground clause attached to the tree, we 
have an unsatisfiable set $2 of ground clauses as in Herbrand's Theorem. 
THEOREM 6. (Refutation completeness) If for a given set of input clauses and input equalities there 
is no DE-model, then the null clause will be derived by any complete demodulation algorithm 
provided the resolution based inference rule satisfies the following: (i) it is refutation complete for 
ground clauses, and (ii) ira clause C can be derived from a set of ground clauses, then either C or a 
subsumer of C must be derivable from a set of clauses ubsuming those clauses. 
Proof. Apply the proof of the previous theorem to obtain a set S 1 of ground instances of the 
input clauses and an unsatisfiable s t $2 of ground clauses each of which is DE-equivalent toone 
of $1. 
If the null clause is derived the conclusion holds. If the equality x = z is derived (or x = t 
where t does not contain x) then all terms are equal, and the problem is reduced to propositional 
form. In this case every input clause or a subsumer still exists. Thus for each clause of $2, either 
it or a subsumer of it exists. Since S2 is unsatisfiable the existing set of propositional clauses is also 
unsatisfiable and the resolution based inference rule will obtain a proof. 
Assume then that no extraordinary conditions occur. Examine the state at time equal infinity. 
The demonstrably equal terms have the same final demodulant, so the final demodulants of S1 
and $2 are the same. Denote this set f final demodulants by $3. Each clause of $3 is the final 
demodulant ofan instance of an input clause. Hence by the clause instance completeness theorem, 
for every clause of $3 there is a final clause subsuming it. 
Now S3 is unsatisfiable as it consists of final demodulants of $2 which is unsatisfiable, by a 
ground proof, and because final demodulants of identical literals (those in the clauses of $2) are 
identical. An acceptable proof then exists because the chosen inference rule is refutation 
complete. 
Now each clash or inference performed on $3 can be done analogously on the final clauses 
subsuming those of 53. The result is not demoduable, since a subsumer of a final demodulant is 
not demoduable; and it must have been derived, since it is inferrable by the inference rule from 
final clauses. Hence it or a subsumer must be a final clause. We may work like this through the 
proof of the null clause from S3 until the null clause is derived from final clauses. This concludes 
the proof. 
Function generator (ii) 
One of the more interesting aspects of the system is the algorithm for generating new 
functions, called the "function generator". A successful function generator must operate within 
two constraints. It accepts as input an indefinite quality, and creates a function to which the two 
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terms of the equality can demodulate. In order for this demodulation tooccur, the new function 
must be less complex than either term of the equality. On the other hand it cannot have too low a 
complexity, as the finiteness properties previously mentioned must be satisfied. The solution is to 
make the complexity as "high" as it can be, while still allowing demodulation. This indicates the 
method of assigning complexities, and is practical in the sense that the new function reflects as 
nearly as possible the complexity of the old terms. 
It is probably not necessary to assign the complexity attributes to the new function exactly as 
described. The new multipliers for example could all be set to one and the finiteness property 
would be satisfied. However, it does appear that the assignments ofweights to the new functions 
must occur as described. 
"'Function generation algorithm" 
The algorithm accepts as input an indefinite equality. Its output is a new function, with 
weights and multipliers, and a term to which the two terms of the equality are to be set equal. 
(1) Accept the input indefinite equality. 
(2) Form the set of variables which occur in common to the two terms of the equality. Create 
a new function symbol and a term having as arguments he distinct variables of the set. 
(3) Set the weight of the new function symbol to be the lesser of the weights of the two terms 
of the input equality. 
(4) For each variable in the set of common variables do the following. 
Determine the lesser of the multipliers for the selected variable. The minimal value is to be 
assigned as the multiplier for the correct argument position of the new function. 
(5) If the terms of the input equality are not of equal complexity set the 8-weight of the new 
function to zero. Otherwise, set the 8-weight of the new function to the common 8-weight of the 
two terms minus one. 
(6) If the indefinite equality represents a permutation of arguments, go to Step 8. 
(7) Return the term constructed in Step 2 and exit. 
(8) Assign all indicated permutabilities of the function. This consists of the group of 
permutabilities generated by the permutabilities of the function used in the input equality, and the 
permutability indicated by the equality. 
(9) Examine the argument positions of the new function to which a given argument position 
may be permuted. They should all have the same multiplier assigned. If they do not, assign the 
least of those multipliers to all the indicated argument positions. Do this for each argument 
position in turn and go to Step 7. 
To understand Step 5 it should be remembered that the input equality must be indefinite at this 
point; i.e., the two terms of the equality are either unrelated in the complexity ordering, or have 
the same complexity. For terms which are unrelated the generated function will be lower than 
each of the two terms by virtue of the assigned weights and multipliers. For terms equal in the 
complexity ordering the 8-weight is used to decrease the complexity of the new function. 
In Step 6 a permutation of the arguments i recognized in the standard manner. Namely, the 
major function symbols of the two terms of the equality are the same. No other function symbols 
or constants appear in the two terms. In each term all arguments ofthe major symbol are distinct 
variables. Exactly the same variables occur as arguments of the left and right terms of the 
equality, 
Step 8 is discussed in the section on "permutable unification" which follows. 
The purpose of Step 9 is to make the calculation of weight independent of the permutation of
the arguments used ... a necessary feature. The set of functions generated by this algorithm in 
any particular un will satisfy the finiteness property for functions. The proof of this fact is 
tedious and is not given here. 
Example 7: Input equality f(f(x, y), z) = f(x,f(y, z)) 
Complexity assigned: f(1, 1) + 1 + 0* 
Output term: H(x, y, z) 
Complexity assigned: H(1, 1, 1) + 2 - 1 * 8 
Example 8: Input equality: f(x, x) = g(x ) 
Complexity assigned: f(1, 1) + 1 + 0* 8 
g(1)+2+0.8 
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Output term: h(x) 
Complexity assigned: h(l) + 1 + O* 8 
Example 9: Input equality: f(x, g(x )) = f(y, g(y)) 
Complexity assigned: f(1, 1) + 1 + O. 8 
g( l )+ 1 +0.8  
Output term: a constant e 
Complexity assigned: e + 2 + O* 8 
Example 10: Input equality: f(x, y) = f(x, z) 
Complexity assigned:/(1, 1) + 1 + O. 8 
Output term: h(x) 
Complexity assigned: h(1) + 1 + O* 8 
Permutable unification 
Several authors have commented on the problem of building commutativity into a theorem 
prover. Commutativity is to be built into a complete-demodulation system by means of 
permutable unification. This is not merely an ad hoc addition made only to improve performance in 
commutative systems, but is applicable to all equational formulations. 
The theoretical basis for the use of permutable unification is as follows. If an equality is 
definite, it is suitable to be used immediately as a demodulator. On the other hand if an equality is 
indefinite, a new function must be created so that the information contained in the equality may 
be expressed in terms of valid demodulators. For instance if the equality 
f(f(x, y ), z) = f(x, f(y, z )) 
is given and the complexity of f is 
f(l, I)+ I +0,8, 
the equality is indefinite. A new function f'(x, y, z) may be defined yielding the equalities 
f(f(x, y), z) --f'(x, y, Z) 
ffx, f ly ,  z ) )  = f'fx, y, z). 
If the complexity of f'(x, y, z) is defined by 
/'(I,I,I)+ I- 1.8 
then the above equalities are definite, and may be used as demodulators. In such cases this is the 
end of things. 
However, the difficulty is not always so easily overcome. For example if the equality 
/(x, y) =f(y,x) 
is given with / having the same complexity as before, a new function f"(x, y) may be defined and 
the equalities 
/(x, y) --- f"(x, y) 
f(y,x) = f"(x, y) 
Again defining the complexity of f"(x, y) by 
f"(l, 1)+ 1 -  1.8 
each of the derived and may be used as demodulators. But if the first equality is used to 
demodulate the left hand side of the second, the equality 
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is derived. The difficulty has only been transferred to the next function f"(x, y). 
To avoid this fruitless process, equality of this type must be handled in a special manner. What 
will be done is to assign a permutability attribute to the newly derived function. The permutability 
attribute for the function f"(x, y) should indicate that the two arguments may be exchanged to 
yield an equal term. Then when an attempt is made to unify two terms in r', both allowable 
permutations of the arguments of f" will be tested and a most general unifier obtained for each 
permutation of the argument for which unification is possible. That is the single term together 
with its permutable attribute, called a permutable term, is treated as a set of non-permutable 
ordinary terms, called permuted variants of the term. A permutable unification between a pair of 
permutable terms yields a set of most general unifiers obtained from unifying pairs of permuted 
variants of the permutable terms. 
In the example being considered the equality 
f"(y, x) = f"(x, y) 
will unify with the refiexive axiom 
X- - -X  
in the permuted variant form 
f"(y, x) = f'(y, x). 
Thus this equality is subsumed, and the equality expression 
/"(y, x) = f"fx, y) 
representing all of its permuted variants is deleted from the clause space. 
Of course all permuted variants must be considered whenever permutable functions appear in 
a term or expression being unified. This solves in a rather brute force manner the traditional 







Permutable unification simply derives all of the most general unifiers. Thus when the terms 
f"(a, b) and f"(x, y) are unified, the substitutions (a/x, b/y)and (b/x, a/y) are obtained. 
At this point the following questions may be raised: (i) "Is the idea of returning a set of 
substitutions feasible for implementation7"; (ii)"Isn't the technique just in effect he same as 
keeping all the permuted variants of clauses in the clause space, but perhaps in a format hat will 
save storage"? 
The answer to the first question is "yes" as an algorithm has been devised which when 
implemented will interface with existing theorem provers with only minor modifications. 
The answer to the second question is "no" for two reasons. First all the permuted variants of 
a clause stand or fall together. If one is subsumed, all are subsumed. If the variants were merely 
kept individually, perhaps only certain ones would be subsumed. Referring to the previous 
example, the permuted variant 
, f'(y,x) = f"(y,x) 
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is subsumed by 
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X=.X  
whereas the original variant 
f"(y, x) = f"(x, y) 
would not be subsumed, but would remain to cause problems as an indefinite quality. Similarly, 
permuted variants of other clauses are subsumed and deleted, which would not be deleted if the 
permuted variants were separately kept. 
Secondly, both successful and unsuccessful nification attempts may proceed over the same 
initial paths. Thus the fact that a unification has proceeded successfully to a certain point may be 
used to make succeeding traversais quicker. 
Finally several efficiencies can be built into the unification algorithm when all variants are 
kept together. The first efficiency is that several unification attempts may be disposed of at once 
by encountering a failure to unify early in the attempt. 
The second efficiency is deeper but and is best illustrated with a simple example. Suppose that 
an attempt is made to unify the following terms 
f(t 1, t2) 
f(t3, t4) 
where tl, t2, t3, and t4 are terms. The variants of these terms are respectively 
f(t2, t 1) 
f(t4, t3) 
If the variants are kept separately in distinct clauses the following unifications would be 
attempted in the permutable unification 
f(tl, t2) with f(t3, t4) 
f(tl, t2) with f(t4, t3) 
f(t2, tl) with f(t3, t4) 
f(t2, tl) with f(t4, t3). 
Proceeding to the unification subtasks, it is required to unify respectively, 
tl with t3 and t2 with t4 
t 1 with t4 and t2 with t3 
t2 with t3 and t l with t4 
t2 with t4and tl with t3. 
But the third task is the same as the second, and the fourth is the same as the first. Thus when the 
variants are used separately there is an obvious duplication of effort. The most general unifiers 
are generated twice, substitutions are applied twice, clauses are generated twice, and the 
tendency is generally to spend twice the effort in generating clauses. If there are more than two 
permutable variants for each term being unified, the duplication of effort is correspondingly 
increased. 
If the variants are kept as indicated, however, in the form of a single expression with a 
permutability attribute assigned, then the duplication of unifications may be skipped. It suffices to 
permute the arguments of one of the two permutable functions being unified, while leaving the 
arguments of the other function fixed. This is in fact what is done in the permutable unification 
algorithm mentioned earlier. 
In the general case it is necessary to deal with permutations of arguments other than the 
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simple "exchange" permutation described in the case of commutativity. The need for assigning a 
permutability attribute to a newly created function is easily detected as follows. Given an 
indefinite quality t1 = t2 a new function will be defined. Assign a permutability attribute to 
the newly created function only if the major function symbols of t I and t 2 are identical, and the 
arguments of t 1 are a set of distinct variables identical to the set of arguments of t2; i.e. the 
arguments of t 1 and t 2 are variables and t I may be obtained from t 2 by a unique permutation. 
The allowable permutations associated with the newly created function must include (i) the 
permutation which yields t 2 the same as t I and (ii) the permutations a sociated with the major 
function of t 1, if it is a permutable function. The set of all allowable permutations is taken to be 
the group of permutations generated by those permutations of (i) and (ii). 
Example 11: 
Given equality: f(x, y) = f(y, x) 
New function: f'(x, y) 
Permutations of the new function: 
f'(x, y)= f'(y, x) 
Example 12: 
Given equality: f"(x, y, z) = f"(x, z, y) 
Previously assigned permutations of f": 
f"(x, y, z) = f"(x, z, y) 
New function: if(x, y, z) 
Permutations assigned to the new functions: 
if(x, y, z) = if(y, x, z)(by (i)), 
if(x, y, z) = if(x, z, y)(by (ii)), 
these two permutations generate all permutations. 
Proofs involving the use of unification are quite easily adapted to use permutable unification. 
Relationship of this to other work. The interaction rule was proposed by Knuth and 
Bendix [2]. Lankford proposed using this rule (which he called "derived reduction") inequational 
systems where no "complete set of reductions" existed. The extension to clause systems was 
conceived independently b Lankford and the author. 
The paramodulation rule was proposed by Wos[6]. His completeness results were of a 
different nature than those in this paper. 
Creation of new functions was done for intuitive reasons in Knuth and Bendix[2]. The 
mechanization f the creation of new functions is new. 
The idea of "generalized unification", in particular "commutative unification", is not new. 
The incorporation of a particular generalization of unification (permutable unification), into a 
system which can handle all conceivable equalities in terms of demodulation, is new however. 
The proofs of uniqueness of the final demodulant, identity of final demodulants of equal 
terms, "clause instance completeness", and refutation completeness of this system involving 
demodulation are new. 
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